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Cybersecurity & Privacy
Law Suite on Cheetah™
Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory US provides authoritative, accurate, timely analysis and tools to help you navigate
the growing and continually changing complexities of the cybersecurity and privacy legal and regulatory environment.
Cheetah™ Cybersecurity & Privacy Law allows you to confidently advise clients with our assembled collection of expert
analytical content, efficient practice tools, focused news headlines, explanations, case summaries and key regulations.
• Expert analysis and authoritative content—Leading authorities provide insights and guidance on how to navigate the
increasingly complex framework of regulatory expectations around cybersecurity and privacy.
• Practice Tools—Efficient interactive tools enable you to access accurate answers, generate custom charts, maintain
compliance and communicate complicated information clearly.
• Current awareness—Stay on top of the latest legislative, case law and other key developments through news curated
from a variety of resources including: Cybersecurity Policy Report, Journal of Internet Law, Financial Privacy Law Guide,
Cybersecurity and Privacy News, Computer and Internet Lawyer, Intellectual Property & Technology Law Journal, Guide
to Computer Law News, and Privacy Law in Marketing Guide Newsletter.
New Section! GDPR—Providing targeted expert analysis, primary source, useful links and practical insights to prepare
you to address the requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation.
New Section! International Treatises, Rules & Regulations—Indispensable guidance on privacy and data protection laws
and practices around the world, including detailed coverage of the EU and over 65 individual countries.

TOPICS COVERED
Data Protection and Security

• Authentication and encryption
• Big data
• Computer hacking and network intrusions
• Customer information
• Cyber insurance
• Data breach action plan
• Data mining
• Data retention and disposal
• Data standards
• Due diligence
• Identity theft
• Incident response
• NIST Cybersecurity Framework
• Trade secret protection

Financial Privacy

Advertising and Marketing Privacy

• A sia-Pacific Region—APEC CrossBorder Privacy Rules
• EU data protection and retention
• EU E-Privacy Directive
• EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR)
• Cross-border transfers
• Obligations of data controllers
• Rights of data subjects

• Affiliate data sharing and marketing
• Behavioral advertising
• Consumer opt-out/opt-in
• Cookies and online tracking
• Fax advertising
• Industry standards
• COPPA and marketing to children
• Mobile marketing
• Social media marketing
• Spam and unsolicited commercial e-mail
• Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA)
• Telemarketing
• Text messaging

• Consumer disclosure and notices
• Credit reporting (FCRA and FACTA,
Red Flags Rule)
• Federal Financial institutions
Examination Council (FFIEC)
Guidance
• Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) enforcement
• Graham-Leach-Bliley (GBL) Act and
Privacy Rule
• Payment industry standards
• SEC disclosure requirements

GDPR and Global Data Protection

Health Privacy

• Biometric data
• DHS breach notification rule
• Electronic health records
• Genetic information privacy
• HIPAA privacy and security compliance
• Protection of personal health
information (PHI)

Communications Privacy

• Customer proprietary network
information (CPNI) privacy
• Telephone records privacy
• Cable privacy
• Video records privacy

Children and Student Privacy

• Children online privacy
• Education records
• Industry self-regulation/COPPA safe
harbor

State Privacy Protections
• Libel and defamation
• Online publisher liability
• Privacy torts
• Publicity rights
(continued on next page)
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TOPICS COVERED
(continued)

Workplace Privacy and
Security

• Background checks
• Computer use policies
• Employee monitoring
• Employee-owned devices
• Employee privacy rights
• Employee social media use
• Protection of trade secrets and
confidential information
• Protection of employee
information

Emerging Technology Issues

• Biometric and facial recognition
data
• Cloud computing security
• Drones/unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs)
• Geolocation data
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• RFID chips and implants

NEWS AVAILABLE

• Computer and Internet Lawyer
• Cybersecurity and Privacy News
• Cybersecurity Policy Report
• F inancial Privacy Law Guide
Newsletter
•G
 uide to Computer Law Newsletters
• I ntellectual Property & Technology Law
Journal
• J ournal of Internet Law
• L aw Firm Memos

TOOLS AVAILABLE

•B
 reach Notification Smart Chart
•G
 lobal Privacy and Security Law
Comparison Chart
•M
 arketing & Privacy Laws Smart Chart
•S
 tate and Federal Employee Privacy
Law Comparison Chart
• E valuating Cyber Liability Insurance
Smart Task
•C
 reating a Data Security Incident
Response Plan Smart Task

NEWS

TREATISES AVAILABLE

• Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 Handbook,
Halligan, Krotoski, Stevens and Toren
•D
 igital Communications Law, Henry H. Perritt, Jr.
• Financial Privacy Law Guide
• Global Privacy and Security Law, Francoise Gilbert
•H
 IPAA Compliance Handbook, Patricia I. Carter
• HIPAA: A Guide to Health Care Privacy and Security
Law, Katie Dillon Kenney
• International Encyclopedia of Laws: Cyber Law
• Law of Electronic Commerce, Winn & Wright
• Law of the Internet, Delta and Matsuura
• Libel and Privacy, Bruce W. Sanford
• Privacy and Cybersecurity Law Deskbook,
Lisa J. Sotto
• Scott on Information Technology Law,
Michael D. Scott
• Scott on Multimedia Law, Michael D. Scott
• Securities Regulation in Cyberspace,
Howard Friedman
•P
 ost-Reform Personal Data Protection
in the European Union: General Data
Protection Regulation, Mariusz Krzysztofek
• I nternational Cybersecurity and Privacy Law in
Practice, C. Tschider
•T
 he Legal Regulation of Cyber Attacks, I. Iglezakis

Law Firm Memos

Computer and Internet Lawyer

Daily feed including law firm memos, and timely relevant
articles on legal, regulatory, compliance and commercial issues
from leading professionals regarding cybersecurity issues.

Cybersecurity and Privacy News

TOOLS

Cybersecurity Policy Report

Review and compare state breach notification laws, specifying
the topics and jurisdictions you need to create a customized
report. With links to supporting primary sources.

Guidance for resolving problems that face manufacturers,
developers, distributors, and users of computer, telecommunication and online products and services.
Curated news on Cybersecurity and Privacy issues pulled from all
Wolters Kluwer Daily products.
Detailed, unbiased reporting on legislation, regulation,
and policy rulings that goes deeper than the surface-level.
Providing “early warning” coverage of policy developments,
such as regulations as they are being proposed and legislation
as it is being drafted, to give you time to assess their potential
impact on your clients and business.

Breach Notification Smart Chart

Global Privacy and Security Law Comparison Chart

Compare privacy and cybersecurity topics, including applicable
laws and enforcement, across multiple countries and jurisdictions,
with analysis derived from Global Privacy and Security Law.

Financial Privacy Law Guide Newsletter

Marketing & Privacy Laws Smart Chart

Guide to Computer Law Newsletters

Medical Privacy Smart Chart

Intellectual Property & Technology Law Journal

State and Federal Employee Privacy Law
Comparison Chart

A complete and comprehensive resource to keep you up-to-date
with the rapidly evolving and expanding area of financial privacy,
including data security breach notification.
Zeroing in on traditional computer law issues and emerging
areas of regulation, with coverage of antitrust, privacy and
security, torts, electronic evidence and international agreements
relating to technology.
Expert practitioners address practical problems with "how-to"
guidance on such topics as exit interviews, investigating the
activities of former employees or competitors, and conducting
an intellectual property audit.

Journal of Internet Law

Latest developments in cyberspace law with detailed analysis of
the latest cases and regulatory changes and their impact on your
clients’ businesses.

Quickly compare marketing-related privacy laws across all 50
states and the District of Columbia. With links to supporting
primary sources.
Pinpoint differences between state medical privacy laws,
customizing topics and jurisdictions to suit your needs. With
links to supporting primary sources.

Provides succinct summaries of state and federal employee
privacy laws with links to supporting primary sources.

Evaluating Cyber Liability Insurance Smart Task

A step-by-step guide to evaluating a cyber- liability insurance
policy.

Creating a Data Security Incident Response Plan
Smart Task
An overview of breach response planning including an
introduction to the essential elements of a data security
incident response plan.
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TREATISES

Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016

Halligan, Krotoski, Stevens and Toren
A “must have” resource for anyone who needs to know how this
new law will affect trade secrets litigation. In one comprehensive
volume, it provides all the necessary analysis, primary source
material and forms to jumpstart your knowledge of this new
statute and its implications.

Digital Communications Law

Henry H. Perritt, Jr.
Practical guidance on a multitude of internet-related legal
issues—from questions of liability connected to sales and online
communications to issues of taxation.

Financial Privacy Law Guide

A complete resource with the full text of regulatory releases,
agency letters, and court decisions from 2001 to the present to
keep you up-to-date with this rapidly expanding area. Federal
and state topics are explained, with case annotations included.
Agency issuances that provide interpretive guidance and policy
statements follow the laws and regulations.

Global Privacy and Security Law

Francoise Gilbert
Sixty-eight clear and concise country reports make this the
single, necessary resource for research into global privacy and
security, data protection laws, and the specific regulations
of key countries. Includes expert analysis of every major
directive, and precise practice tips.

HIPAA Compliance Handbook

Patricia I. Carter
Easy-to-understand explanations of the legal and regulatory
requirements of HIPAA, offering analysis of the Administrative
Simplification regulations that implement its provisions.
Includes a state-by-state guide to medical privacy statutes.

Libel and Privacy

Bruce W. Sanford
One of the nation's leading First Amendment attorneys provides
media counsel with up-to-date information on how to avoid
litigation, the "public person," settlement and pretrial tactics,
winning trial tactics and cost minimization techniques. With
ample case analysis and a complete assessment of how the
U.S. Supreme Court is now approaching constitutional libel
law and setting the boundaries for invasion of privacy suits.

Privacy and Cybersecurity Law Deskbook

Lisa J. Sotto
Authored by one of the world’s foremost legal practitioners
in the field, this is an essential compliance resource for every
privacy officer and attorney involved in managing privacy and
data security issues. It offers thorough, practical, sector-specific
guidance that provides a roadmap for navigating the complex
and emerging areas of privacy and cybersecurity law, and
minimizing the impact of data breaches.

Scott on Information Technology Law

Michael D. Scott
Whether you're an experienced IT lawyer, a transactional or
intellectual property attorney, an industry executive, or a
general practitioner, you'll find practical, expert guidance on
identifying and protecting intellectual property rights, drafting
effective contracts, understanding applicable regulations, and
avoiding civil and criminal liability.

Scott on Multimedia Law

Michael D. Scott
Based on years of professional experience, the author combines
reliable analysis of the substantive law with practical, how-to
advice, including insightful discussions of intellectual property
rights, licensing, vendor and distribution agreements, and
privacy and publicity law. With more than 60 forms covering
numerous transactions across a wide variety of media.

HIPAA: A Guide to Health Care Privacy and Security Law

Securities Regulation in Cyberspace

International Encyclopedia of Laws: Cyber Law

Post-Reform Personal Data Protection in the
European Union: General Data Protection Regulation

Katie Dillon Kenney
The perfect resource to remain compliant with HIPAA's
exacting standards, providing analysis of the HIPAA rules, HHS
regulations and other federal and state legal requirements,
as well as practical compliance strategies. Updated forms and
guidance on avoiding civil and criminal penalties.

A series of national monographs, treating the different legal
subjects related to information and communication technology
on the basis of a common standard outline.

Law of Electronic Commerce

Jane Kaufman Winn & Benjamin Wright
This cutting edge legal resource provides practice pointers and
in-depth, timely analysis of electronic contracting, payments and
lending; intellectual property rights and rights in data, privacy
and data collection; E-business regulation under antitrust, trade
practices, securities and banking laws; taxation of electronic
commerce; and computer crime, security and liability.

Law of the Internet

George B. Delta & Jeffrey H. Matsuura
A comprehensive overview of internet law offering everything
necessary to navigate the myriad of topics related to the
Internet. The authors identify the legal issues that arise from
the use of the Internet and its applications, providing incisive
analysis of how existing law applies.

Howard Friedman
Expert analysis of the interweaving of technology and the
securities laws addressing electronic delivery of disclosure,
and the state and federal regulation of the offering of securities
electronically, both domestically and internationally.

Mariusz Krzysztofek
Authored by an experienced Data Protection Officer, this
comprehensive analysis covers all principles of personal data
processing, obligations of data controllers, and rights of data
subjects in the context of General Data Protection Regulation.

International Cybersecurity and Privacy Law in Practice

C. Tschider
A legal approach based on industry best practices for creating
and managing effective cybersecurity and privacy programs,
including how to identify threats, manage vulnerabilities, and
respond to incidents; data controller accountability; transparency
and consent; rights of revocation, erasure, and correction; and
record retention.

The Legal Regulation of Cyber Attacks

I. Iglezakis
Thorough analysis of the legal regulation of attacks against
information systems in European, international, and comparative
law contexts, addressing practical issues as well as the conflict
of cybercrime investigation and prosecution with fundamental
rights to privacy and freedom of expression.
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HOME PAGE
GLOBAL PRIVACY & SECURITY LAW
COMPARISON CHARTS—Compare
privacy and cybersecurity topics,
including applicable laws and
enforcement, across multiple
countries and jurisdictions.

HISTORY—Access documents you viewed
and searches you ran for the past two years.
WORKLISTS—Saved links to documents.
SAVED ITEMS—Access saved searches, notes,
highlights, and favorites.

CONTENT—Customize your practice area library content for
one-click access to your most frequently-used documents,
Smart Charts, practice tools, news, forms, and more.

PRACTICE TOOLS—Access your
subscribed Practice Tools and
Smart Charts and quickly locate and
compare research across multiple
topics and jurisdictions, with links
to related sources and explanations.

NEWS HEADLINES—Curated
Cybersecurity and Privacy
news.

April 2018

New Section! GDPR—Providing targeted expert analysis, primary source, useful links and practical insights to prepare
you to address the requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation.

Contact us at 1-800-955-5217 to learn more.
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